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Address Plasway ltd 
Unit 2 Avery Trading Estate 
Kenwood Road 
North Reddish  
SK5 6PH

Country United Kingdom

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Delivering quality doors and conservatory panels since 1986. Since its foundation in 1986, Plasway has developed into one of the UK´s leading door
and conservatory panel suppliers. This unparalled growth has been gained through a combination of constant investment in new tooling, imaginative
and elegant mouldings and door designs. Superior components and construction all to ISO9002 standard. As well as their beautiful appearance,
Plasway doors give you high thermal insulation, colour stability, and they won´t rot or warp. Each panel comprises of two skins which are fire resistant
and available in a choice of widths and 5 shades of white and 3 shades of woodgrain. You´ve also got the additional peace of mind knowing Plasway
doors are all constructed to the ISO9002 standard. In house glass studio. Skilled staff in our own glass studio design and craft a wide range of leaded,
bevelled and transfer printed glass designs, we´ll even supply specials made to order if required.
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